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equations in symbolic DE form. 2.2.1 Global symbolic projection of DAEs into DE. 2.2.1.1 Global symbolic 
projection of DAEs with kinematic onstraint equations in DEs. 2.2.1.2 Global symbolic projection of DAEs with 
active constraint equations into DEs. 2.2.1.3 A global elimination algorithm. 2.2.2 Stepwise limination of the 
dependent variables. 
3. Planar models of an unconstrained rigid body. 3.1 Planar airplane model (two tr. DOFs, one rot. DOF) 3.1.1 
Model equations of the airplane. 3.1.2 Nonlinear state-space r presentation f the model equations. 3.1.3 Symbolic 
Taylor-series linearization of the model equations. 3.2 Planar model of multi-axis test facility (two tr. DOFs, one 
rot. DOF). 3.2.1 DE modeling using the Newton-Euler equations. 3.2.2 Nonlinear state-space r presentation f 
the model equations. 3.2.3 Linearization of the model equations~ linear state-space equations and transfer-function 
matrix. 3.2.4 Different realizations of the mechanism. 
4. Planar models of a rigid body under absolute constraints. 4.1 Rigid body under pure transnational p anar 
motion (two tr. DOFs). 4.1.1 DAE modeling based on the Newton-Euler equations. 4.1.2 DE Model obtained by 
elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 4.2 Rack-and pinion mechanism (one tr./rot. 
DOF). 4.2.1 DAE-modeling approach based on the Newton-Euler equations. 4.2.2 Model Equations in DE form. 
4.2.3 DE Modeling approach based on the Lagrange quations and using a single coordinate. 4.2.4 DAE modeling 
approach based on the Lagrange quations in terms of the dependent coordinates. 4.3 Mechanical rotor. 4.3.1 
DAE approach based on the laws of Newton and Euler. 4.3.2 Constitutive r lations of the external forces. 4.3.3 De 
modeling by elimination of the dependent variables. 4.3.3.1 Stepwise limination of the dependent variables. 4.3.3.2 
Global elimination of the dependent variables. 4.3.4 Special cases of the DE model. 4.3.5 Technical applications 
of this example. 4.3.6 De Modeling of a mechanical rotor based in Eulker's law using a free-body diagram. 4.3.6.1 
DE modeling approach of a mechanical rotor based on Euler's law using a single Cartesian coordinates. 4.3.6.2 
Model equations in linear state-space form and as a transfer function. 4.3.4 Special cases of the DE model. 4.3.5 
Technical applications of this example. 4.3.6 DE modeling approach of a mechanical rotor based on Euler's law 
and using a free-body diagram. 4.3.61 DE modeling approach of a mechanical rotor based in Euler's law using 
single Cartesian coordinate. 4.3.6.2 Model equations in linear state-space form and as a transfer function. 4.3.7 
DE modeling based on Lagrange quations using single generalized coordinate. 4.3.8 DE modeling of a pendulum 
based on the Lagrange approach. 4.4 Pendulum of a variable length (one tr. DOF, one rot. DOF) 4.4.1 Model 
equations of the mechanism in DAE form. 4.4.2 Elimination of the dependent coordinate and Lagrange multiplier. 
4.4.2.1 Stepwise limination of (Math) and ),1. 4.4.2.2 Global elimination of the dependent variables. 4.4.3 Model 
equations in mixed (relative/absolute) coordinates. 4.4.3.1 Forces which act on the body. 4.4.3.2 Torques which 
act on the body. 4.4.3.3 Final model equations in the DE form. 4.4.4 Modeling based on the Lagrange quations. 
4.5 Special wheel suspension (one tr. DOF, one rot. DOF). 4.5.1 DAE model of the mechanisms. 4.5.2 Model 
equations in DE form. 4.5.2.1 Global elimination of the dependent variables. 4.5.3 Technical realizations of the 
mechanism. 4 6 Vertical vehicle model (one tr. DOF, one rot. DOF). 4.6.1 DAE-modeling approach based on the 
Newton-Meuler quations. 4.6.2 Model equations in DE form. 4.6.3 Physical interpretation f some expressions 
of the model equations. 4.6.4 Technical realizations of the above mechanism. 4.6.5 DE model derived from the 
Newton-Euler approach. 4.7 Airplane under an active constraint (one tr. DOF one rot. DOF). 4.7.1 DAE modeling 
of the airplane. 4.7.2 DE model obtained by elimination of the dependent variables. 
5. Planar models of two rigid bodies under constrained motion. 5.1 Cart loaded by a pendulum (one tr. DOF, 
one rot. DOF). 5.1.1 DAE modeling approach based on the maws of Newton and Euler. 5.1.2 Model equations 
in DE form. 5.1.2.1 Stepwise Elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 5.1.3 Technical 
realizations of the mechanism. 5.1.4 DE approach based on the Newton-Euler equations. 5.1.4.1 Newton-Euler 
equations. 5.1.4.2 Linear DE model. 5.1.4.3 Linear State-space equations. 5.1.5 Model equations based on the 
Lagrange approach. 5.2 Swing with two rigid bodies (one tr. DOF, one rot. DOF). 5.2.1 Model equations 
in DAE form. 5.2.2 Model equations in DE form obtained by elimination of the dependent coordinates. 5.2.3 
Computation of the applied forces and torques. 5.2.4 Model equations in DE form written in mixed 9relative and 
absolute) minimal coordinates. 5 2.4.1 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers, 
5.3 Pendulum of variable length (on tr. DOF, one rot. DOF). 5.3.1 DAE modeling approach based on the laws 
of Newton and Euler. 5.3.2 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 5.3.3 
Forces and Torques. 5.3.4 DE modeling based on the Lagrange formalism. 5.4 Milling machine (one tr. DOF, 
two rot. DOFs). 5.4.1 Model equations in DAE form. 5.4.2 Stepwise limination of the dependent coordinates 
and Lagrange multipliers. 5.4.3 Computation of the forces and torques. 5.4.4 Model equations in DE form 
represented in hybrid (relative and absolute) coordinates. 5 4.4.1 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates 
and Lagrange multipliers. 5.5 Double pendulum with an "Elastic joint" (one tr. DOF, two rot. DOF). 5.5.1 
Model equations in DAE-form. 5.5.2 Model equations in DE form. 5.5.2.1 Global elimination of the dependent 
coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 5.5.3 Constraint reaction forces and torques. 5.5.4 Applied forces and 
torques. 5.5.4 Applied forces and torques. 5.6 Excavator (one tr. DOF, two rot. DOFs). 5.6.1 DAE modeling 
of the mechanism. 5.6.2 Model equations in DE form, written in minimal coordinates. 5.6.3 Model equations in 
DE form represented in mixed (absolute and relative) minimal coordinates. 5.6.4 Forces and torques which act 
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on the bodies. 5.6.5 Nonlinear and linear state-space equations. 5.7 Camera attached to an airplane under active 
constraints 9one rot. DOF). 5.7.1 DAE modeling of the system using the Newton-Euler equations. 5.7.2 DE 
modeling of the system. 5.7.3 Nonlinear state-space equations. 5.7.4 Taylor-series linearization of the nonlinear 
model equations. 5.7.5 Transfer functions and eigen values. 
6. Spatial models of an unconstrained rigid body. 6.1 Rigid body attached to based by a transnational spring- 
damper element. 6.1.1 Model equations in DE form. 6.1.2 Applied forces and torques. 6.1.3 nonlinear state-space 
equations. 6.1.4 Linear model equations. 6.1.4.1 Linearization of the model equations in an equilibrium point. 
6.1.4.2 Linear State- space equations. 6.1.4.3 Matrix of transfer functions. 6.2 Spatial servo-pneumatic parallel 
robot (three tr, DOFs, three rot. DOFs). 6.2.1 DE modeling based on the Newton-Euler equations. 6.2.2 Inverse 
kinematics equations associated with the force elements. 6.2.3 Applied forces and torques. 6.2.4 Nonlinear state- 
space equations. 6.2.5 Linear state- space equations. 6.2.6 Different echnical realizations of the parallel robot. 
6.3 Model equations of a spinning rocket (three tr. DOF, three rot. DOFs). 6.3.1 Coordinates and transformation 
matrices. 6.3.2 the kinematic DEs. 6.3.3 The Newton-Euler equations. 6.3,4 Forces and torques which act on the 
body. 6.3.5 Linear model equations. 6.3,5.1 Linear equations of the rocket in the vertical plane. 6.3.5.2 Linea~ 
coupling of two rotational DOFs. 
7. Spatial models of a rigid body under constrained motion. 7.1 Rigid body attached to the base by a spherical 
joint. 7.1.1 Model equations in DAE form. 7.1.2 choice of the dependent coordinates and computation of the 
independent coordinates. 7.1.3 Computation of the Lagrange multipliers. 7.1.4 Computation of the forces and 
torques. 7.1.5 Stepwise limination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 7.1.6 Model equations 
in DE form. 7.1.7 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 7.2 Rigid body 
attached to base by revolute joint (one rot. DOF). 7.2.1 Model equations in DAE form. 7.2.2 Global eliminatio~ 
of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 7.3 Rigid body attached to the base by a universal joint 
(two rot. DOFs), 7.3.1 Model equations in DAE form. 7.3.2 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and 
Lagrange multipliers. 
8. Spatial mechanisms with several rigid bodies. 8.1 Antenna for flight vehicles (two rot. DOFs). 8.1.2 Compu.. 
tation of the constraint reaction forces and torques. 8.1.3 Stepwise limination of the dependent variables. 8.1.4 
Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 8.2 Differential gear (tworot.DOFs). 
8.2.1 Notations. 8.2.2 Constraint equations. 8.2.3 Collection of the kinematic DEs and constraint equations. 8,2.4 
Model equations in DAE form. 8.2.5 Simplification of some constraint position equations. 8.2.6 Global elimination 
of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 8,2.7 Alternative DAE and DE modeling approach. 8.2.lt 
Model equation in DE form. 8.3 Platform of an airborne sensor (two rot, DOFs). 8.3.1 Mathematical notations, 
8.3.2 Constraint equations. 8.3.3 Model equations in DAE form. 8,3.4 Computation of the applied forces and 
torques on the platform. 8.3.5 Global elimination of the dependent coordinates and Lagrange multipliers. 8A 
Model of a hexapod with 13 rigid bodies (three trans. DOFs three rot. DOFs). 8.4.1 Notations used in the model 
equations, 8.4.2 Model equations in DAE form. 8.4.3 Implicit form of the constraint equations of the joints. 8.4.4 
Partitioning of the coordinate vectors and kinematic DEs. 8.4,5 Constraint position, velocity and acceleration 
equations as explicit functions of the independent coordinates. 8.4.6 Computation of the global projector. 8,4.7 
Construction of the symbolic DE model. 8.4.8 Elimination of the dependent coordinates of the DEs by means of 
the explicit constraint equations. 8.4.9 Reformations of the implicit DEs in an explicit form. 8.4.10 DEs of the 
parallel robot for neglected inertia parameters of the actuators. 8.5 Platform mounted on a test facility (three 
trans. DOFs, five rot. DOFs) 8.5.1 Mathematical notations. 8.5.2 Constraint equations. 8.5.3 Model equations in 
DAE form. 8.5.4 Forces which act on the bodies. 8.6 Simple vehicle model (seven trans. DOFs~ nine rot, DOFs). 
8.6.1 Notations. 8.6.2 Constraint equation. 8.6.3 Model equations in DAE form. 
A. Appendix. A.1 Alternative representation f the spring and damper forces of Section 3.2. A.2 Auxilia~] 
computations and results associated with the mechanism of Section 8.3. A.2.1 Explicit form of the constraint 
equations of the massless links, A.2.2 Coefficients of the kinematics of the electrical drives. A.2.3 Computation of 
the transformation matrix of the forces of the electrical drives. A.3 Auxiliary computations u ed is Section 8.4.9. 
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